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Thanksgiving Table Talk 
Created by Doug Sweet 

 

1. What are the images, traditions, and experiences that come to mind when you think of 

Thanksgiving? 

2. How do you celebrate Thanksgiving and how has your celebration changed over the years? 

3. What is your favorite Thanksgiving tradition? 

 

 

 

A Thanksgiving Quiz 
Created by Doug Sweet 

 

1. True or False: Thanksgiving is held on the final Thursday of November each year. 

 

2. True or False: One of America's Founding Fathers thought the turkey should be the 

national bird of the United States. 

 

3. True or False: In 1863, Abraham Lincoln became the first American president to proclaim 

a national day of thanksgiving. 

 

4. True or False: Macy's was the first American department store to sponsor a parade in 

celebration of Thanksgiving. 
 

5. True or False: Turkeys are slow-moving birds that lack the ability to fly. 

 

6. True or False: Native Americans used cranberries, now a staple of many Thanksgiving 

dinners, for cooking as well as medicinal purposes. 

 

7. True or False: The movement of the turkey inspired a ballroom dance. 

 

8. True or False: On Thanksgiving Day in 2007, two turkeys earned a trip to Disney World. 

 

9. True or False: Turkey contains an amino acid that makes you sleepy. 

 

10. True or False: The tradition of playing or watching football on Thanksgiving started with 

the first National Football League game on the holiday in 1934. 

 

11. The NFL’s three-game Thanksgiving slate earned nearly 50 million combined viewers last 

year. (False: nearly 79 million) 

 

12. Who was the first American President to pardon a turkey for Thanksgiving and in what 

year? (1989, George HW Bush) 

 

13. How many U. S. towns are named Turkey and name half of them? (Turkey, Tx; Turkey, N. 

Carolina; Turkey Creek, AZ; Turkey Creek, LA) 

 

14. Average number of calories Americans consume on Thanksgiving? (3,000 to 4,500) 

 

15. What % of Americans eat their Thanksgiving meal at a restaurant? 9% 
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16. In 2018 the world’s most expensive Thanksgiving dinner was in NY city at Old Homestead 

Steakhouse and cost? ($150,000) 

 
17. How many turkeys are killed each year for Thanksgiving? 46 million 

 

18. Most wanted alternative meats? Ham 60%; Chicken 41% ; Roast Beef 37% 

 

19. What % of people plan on having Thanksgiving dinner with 5 or more people? 72% 

 

20. After Turkey (39%) what are Americans favorite dishes for Thanksgiving? Stuffing 23%; 

Pumpkin Pie 12%; Mashed Potatoes 9%; Sweet Potatoes 6%; Cranberry Sause 3% 

 

21. What % of Americans plan on drinking wine with their meal? 63% Beer? 19%; Spirits 10% 

 

22. What % of Americans say they celebrate Thanksgiving? 96% 

 

23. What % of Americans include pets in their festivities? 22% 

 

24. What % of Americans are dreading having to talk politics during Thanksgiving? 53% 

 

25. How many Thanksgiving cards are exchanged each year? 16 million 

 

26. Since 1966 what two NFL teams have played every year? Detroit Lions and Dallas 

Cowboys 

 

27. In 1924 the Macy’s Parade was called? Macy’s Christmas Day Parade despite being held on 

Thanksgiving 

 

28. What is the distance the Macy’s Thanksgiving parade travels? 2.65 miles 

 

29. How many clowns are in the parade? 1,000; What group make up a larger number than 

clowns? 1,200 dancers and cheerleaders 

 
30. How many NY police officers are involved? 1000 

 

31. What are people thankful for? Family 88%; Health 77%; Personal Freedom 72%; Friends 

71%; Memories 67%; Safety and security 64%; Opportunities 59%; Fun Experiences 53%; 

Achievements 51%; Wealth 32%.  https://wallethub.com/blog/thanksgiving-Trues/28332 

 

32. Campbell's makes what % of its total sales of cream of mushroom soup for the year leading 

up to Thanksgiving — and much of it goes into green bean casserole. (40%) 

 

33. When did the original green casserole recipe come into being? How many ingredients 

were part of the recipe? 1955 in Campbells test kitchen in Camden, NJ; six ingredients. 

Dorcas Reilly inventor 

 

34. How many Americans serve this casserole each year as a side dish? Around 20 million; 

Most popular in what section of the country? Midwest 

 

https://wallethub.com/blog/thanksgiving-facts/28332
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35. Pumpkin pie is the preferred pie on the Thanksgiving table by far, regardless of which 

region of the US you live in, according to a 2013 pole. Apple is the next favorite, except in 

the South, where pecan pie pulls into second place.  

 
True or False: Thanksgiving is held on the final Thursday of November each year. 

False. In 1863, President Abraham Lincoln designated the last Thursday in November as a national 

day of thanksgiving. However, in 1939, after a request from the National Retail Dry Goods 

Association, President Franklin Roosevelt decreed that the holiday should always be celebrated on 

the fourth Thursday of the month (and never the occasional fifth, as occurred in 1939) in order to 

extend the holiday shopping season by a week. The decision sparked great controversy, and was still 

unresolved two years later, when the House of Representatives passed a resolution making the last 

Thursday in November a legal national holiday. The Senate amended the resolution, setting the date 

as the fourth Thursday, and the House eventually agreed. 

 

True or False: One of America's Founding Fathers thought the turkey should be the national bird of the United 

States. 

True. In a letter to his daughter sent in 1784, Benjamin Franklin suggested that the wild turkey 

would be a more appropriate national symbol for the newly independent United States than the bald 

eagle (which had earlier been chosen by the Continental Congress). He argued that the turkey was "a 

much more respectable Bird," "a true original Native of America," and "though a little vain & silly, a 

Bird of Courage." 

 

True or False: In 1863, Abraham Lincoln became the first American president to proclaim a national day of 

thanksgiving. 

False. George Washington, John Adams and James Madison all issued proclamations urging 

Americans to observe days of thanksgiving, both for general good fortune and for particularly 

momentous events (the adoption of the U.S. Constitution, in Washington's case; the end of the War 

of 1812, in Madison's). 

 

True or False: Macy's was the first American department store to sponsor a parade in celebration of 

Thanksgiving. 

False. The Philadelphia department store Gimbel's had sponsored a parade in 1920, but the Macy's 

parade, launched four years later, soon became a Thanksgiving tradition and the standard kickoff to 

the holiday shopping season. The parade became ever more well-known after it featured prominently 
in the hit film Miracle on 34th Street (1947), which shows actual footage of the 1946 parade. In 

addition to its famous giant balloons and floats, the Macy's parade features live music and other 

performances, including by the Radio City Music Hall Rockettes and cast members of well-known 

Broadway shows. 

 

True or False: Turkeys are slow-moving birds that lack the ability to fly. 

False (kind of). Domesticated turkeys (the type eaten on Thanksgiving) cannot fly, and their pace is 

limited to a slow walk. Female domestic turkeys, which are typically smaller and lighter than males, 

can move somewhat faster. Wild turkeys, on the other hand, are much smaller and more agile. They 

can reach speeds of up to 20-25 miles per hour on the ground and fly for short distances at speeds 

approaching 55 miles per hour. They also have better eyesight and hearing than their domestic 

counterparts. 

 

True or False: Native Americans used cranberries, now a staple of many Thanksgiving dinners, for cooking as 

well as medicinal purposes. 

True. According to the Cape Cod Cranberry Growers' Association, one of the country's oldest 

farmers' organizations, Native Americans used cranberries in a variety of foods, including "pemmican" 
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(a nourishing, high-protein combination of crushed berries, dried deer meat and melted fat). They 

also used it as a medicine to treat arrow punctures and other wounds and as a dye for fabric. The 

Pilgrims adopted these uses for the fruit and gave it a name—"craneberry"—because its drooping 

pink blossoms in the spring reminded them of a crane. 
 

True or False: The movement of the turkey inspired a ballroom dance. 

True. The turkey trot, modeled on that bird's characteristic short, jerky steps, was one of a number 

of popular dance styles that emerged during the late 19th and early 20th century in the United States. 

The two-step, a simple dance that required little to no instruction, was quickly followed by such 

dances as the one-step, the turkey trot, the fox trot and the bunny hug, which could all be performed 

to the ragtime and jazz music popular at the time. The popularity of such dances spread like wildfire, 

helped along by the teachings and performances of exhibition dancers like the famous husband-and-

wife team Vernon and Irene Castle. 

 

True or False: On Thanksgiving Day in 2007, two turkeys earned a trip to Disney World. 

True. On November 20, 2007, President George W. Bush granted a "pardon" to two turkeys, 

named May and Flower, at the 60th annual National Thanksgiving Turkey presentation, held in the 

Rose Garden at the White House. The two turkeys were flown to Orlando, Florida, where they 

served as honorary grand marshals for the Disney World Thanksgiving Parade. The current tradition 

of presidential turkey pardons began in 1947, under Harry Truman, but the practice is said to have 

informally begun with Abraham Lincoln, who granted a pardon to his son Tad's pet turkey. 

 

True or False: Turkey contains an amino acid that makes you sleepy. 

True. Turkey does contain the essential amino acid tryptophan, which is a natural sedative, but so do 

a lot of other foods, including chicken, beef, pork, beans and cheese. Though many people believe 

turkey's tryptophan content is what makes many people feel sleepy after a big Thanksgiving meal, it is 

more likely the combination of fats and carbohydrates most people eat with the turkey, as well as the 

large amount of food (not to mention alcohol, in some cases) consumed, that makes most people feel 

like following their meal up with a nap. 

 

True or False: The tradition of playing or watching football on Thanksgiving started with the first National 

Football League game on the holiday in 1934. 

False. The American tradition of college football on Thanksgiving is pretty much as old as the sport 

itself. The newly formed American Intercollegiate Football Association held its first championship 
game on Thanksgiving Day in 1876. At the time, the sport resembled something between rugby and 

what we think of as football today. By the 1890s, more than 5,000 club, college and high school 

football games were taking place on Thanksgiving, and championship match-ups between schools like 

Princeton and Yale could draw up to 40,000 fans. The NFL took up the tradition in 1934, when the 

Detroit Lions (recently arrived in the city and renamed) played the Chicago Bears at the University of 

Detroit stadium in front of 26,000 fans. Since then, the Lions game on Thanksgiving has become an 

annual event, taking place every year except during the World War II years (1939–1944). 
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50 Family friendly Thanksgiving trivia questions! 
Created by Doug Sweet 

1. According to the Butterball corporation, they recommend that you thaw a wrapped 

turkey in the refrigerator how long per 4 pounds of bird? One Day per 4 Lbs. 

2. Thanksgiving is celebrated only in the United States. True or False? False, Canada also 

celebrates Thanksgiving 

3. The Greek Goddess of Corn is: Demeter 

4. The first department store to hold a Thanksgiving parade was: Gimbel's 
5. What is the name of the famous rock credited to where the pilgrims first landed? Plymouth 

Rock 

6. Butterball says that once the turkey is done, you should let it stand for 15 minutes before 

serving. Why? To let the stuffing cool a bit before you take it out. 

7. The Indians who were invited to the Thanksgiving feast were? The Wampanoag tribe. 

8. Who was their chief? Massasoit 

9. What was the name of the ship the pilgrims came over on? Mayflower Who was the 

captain of this ship? Christopher Jones 

10. Thanksgiving became a national holiday thanks to this woman who was an editor of a 

woman's magazine called "The Godey's Lady's Book". Who was she? Sarah Hale hand wrote 

letters to Congress for years to establish Thanksgiving 

11. Which President was the first to establish Thanksgiving as a legal national holiday to be 

held the 4th Thursday in November? Franklin D. Roosevelt 

12. In Canada, they celebrate Thanksgiving in what month? October- the second Monday in 

October 

13. The term "Cornucopia" means what? Horn of Plenty 

14. What was the original name for the pilgrims? Puritans 

15. Butterball recommends that you cover the breast and the top of the drumsticks with 

aluminum foil when? When it is 2/3 cooked, so that they are not over cooked 

16. What part of the turkey is saved and snapped as a superstitious good luck 

custom? Wishbone 

17. The word turkey is said to come from the Hebrew word "Tukki" which means: Big Bird or 

Pheasant Bird 

18. Which President moved Thanksgiving up one week to help stimulate the Christmas 

shopping economy? Franklin D. Roosevelt 

19. What is the name of the book that Governor William Bradford wrote telling of the 

troubles and experiences of the pilgrims? Of Plimouth Plantation 

20. Captain John Smith founded what colony in Virginia? Jamestown 

21. What poet wrote "The Courtship of Miles Standish?" Longfellow 

22. True or False- The pilgrims took beer with them on their voyage. True, in fact John Alden 
was a cooper who made the barrels 

23. True or False- Butterball says that when making your turkey stuffing, you should have all 

the ingredients already cooked before you put it into the bird. True, you should make it right 

before stuffing the bird; not hours or days earlier. 
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24. The town of Plymouth, Massachusetts celebrates this on December 11 every 

year: Forefather's Day, in honor of the people who founded Plymouth colony in 1769. 

25. True or False- The real Plymouth rock is cracked:  Cracked during the revolutionary war. 

26. True or False- Indian corn is for decoration purposes only and not for cooking. True, it is 
very a very hard variety of corn. 

27. In what year did the first Macy's Thanksgiving parade take place? 1924 

28. True or False- Thanksgiving is a religious holiday.  It is a harvest celebration with no religious 

ties. 

29. Butterball says the best place to put the meat thermometer in the turkey is: Thigh 

30. WHYis the male turkey often referred to as "Tom Turkey?" After Thomas Jefferson, because 

Jefferson was opposed to the idea of a turkey as our national bird. 

31. It is believed that how many pilgrim women survived to celebrate the first Thanksgiving in 

1621?  And all five women served the meal. 

32. The first Thanksgiving in 1621 was believed to have lasted how many days? 3 days 

33. By the 19th century, celebrating Thanksgiving is said to have been the origin of what table 

tradition? Having a kiddies' table for the children to eat at 

34. On June 20, 1998, in Bellevue, Ohio Dale Gasteier built at 52 foot what to celebrate the 

American Thanksgiving holiday? A 52’ free-standing illuminating star 

35. Every year the President of the US pardons a turkey and it goes to a public farm called 

Frying Pan Park, Herndon, VA. Which president is believed to be the first to pardon a 

turkey and start this annual tradition? President Harry Truman in 1947 

36. Before being harvested and sold, an individual cranberry must bounce at least how many 

inches high to make sure they aren't too ripe? 4 inches 

37. The busiest travel day of the year is: The Friday after Thanksgiving 

38. True or False- The first meal eaten on the moon by astronauts Neil Armstrong and Buzz 

Aldren was a roasted turkey dinner with all the trimmings. True, but we wonder if they drink 

TANG? 

39. Which balloon was the first balloon in the 1927 Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade: Felix the 

Cat 

40. True or False- Turkeys can drown if they look up in the rain. True 

41. In October of 1777, George Washington declared an "All Colony Thanksgiving" because 

he was feeling really good due to: The victory over Saratoga 

42. True or false- The following towns with "turkey" in their names, are really towns in the 

United States. Turkey, Texas, Turkey Creek, Louisiana, Turkey, North Carolina and Turkey 
Feather, New Mexico. There is no Turkey Feather, New Mexico. All others towns are correct. 

43. True or false- Historians have proven that the pilgrims didn't really wear those funny hats 

and buckles on their shoes.  No one knows how the pilgrim imagine began. 

44. The longest balloon in the Macy's Thanksgiving Day Parade is, but of course: 

45. In 1943, Norman Rockwell created his famous "Freedom From Want" illustration by using 

a Thanksgiving dinner as an example of this. This illustration first appeared on which 

magazine? The Saturday Evening Post 

46. Back in the early 1600's, the pilgrims didn't have which this utensil to eat their 

Thanksgiving meal with? Forks, they had not been invented yet. 

47. How many pilgrims were on the Mayflower? 102 

48. How long was the voyage from England to the New World? 66 Day 

49. True or False- The pilgrims dressed really colorfully.  The puritans wore black and white, the 

pilgrims wore colorful clothing. 

50. Of the original 102 pilgrims that came, approximately how many survived to celebrate the 

first Thanksgiving? 50 
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How many of these tricky turkey tidbits did you know? 
Created by Doug Sweet 

1. When Neil Armstrong and Edwin Aldrin sat down to eat their first meal on the moon, their 
foil food packets contained roasted turkey and all of the trimmings. 

2. While it’s possible the Pilgrims ate wild turkey during their feast, researchers don’t think 

they were a common food at the time. More likely venison was the main meat, and was 

accompanied by pheasant, goose and duck — and possibly even some pigeon and swan. 

3. The wild turkey is native to northern Mexico and the eastern United States. 

4. Turkey feathers were used to stabilize arrows and adorn Native American ceremonial dress, 

and the spurs on the legs of wild tom turkeys were used as projectiles on arrowheads. 

5. Turkey fossils have been unearthed across the southern United States and Mexico, some of 

them dating from more than 5 million years ago. 

6. Americans consume about 17.6 pounds of turkey per person every year, and the US 

produces nearly 6 billion pounds of turkey meat annually. 

7. In 2012, more than 210 million turkeys were consumed in the United States. About 46 

million of those turkeys were eaten at Thanksgiving, 22 million at Christmas, and 19 million 

at Easter. 

8. Domesticated turkeys cannot fly. 

9. Wild turkeys can fly for short distances at speeds of up to 55 miles per hour, and can run 20 

miles per hour. 

10. Male turkeys (toms) gobble, but hens do not. They make a clicking noise instead. 

11. A turkey typically has about 70 percent white meat and 30 percent dark meat. 

12. A baby turkey is called a poult, and is tan and brown. 

13. Turkey eggs are tan with brown specks and are larger than chicken eggs. 

14. The incubation period to hatch a turkey egg is 28 days. 

15. On average, it takes 75-80 pounds of feed (mostly corn and soybean-based) to raise a 30-

pound tom turkey. 

16. In 2010, scientists announced that they had sequenced most of the genome for Meleagris 

gallopavo, the domesticated turkey. The map could help growers to more efficiently produce 

bigger, meatier turkeys. 

17. The top 5 turkey producing states (in 2012): Minnesota, North Carolina, Arkansas, Missouri 

& Virginia. 

18. According to Guinness World Records, the world’s largest turkey farm belongs to Bernard 
Matthews plc, in Norfolk, England. They produce 1 million turkeys per year in a country that 

doesn’t even celebrate Thanksgiving. 

19. The long, red, fleshy growth from the base of the beak that hangs down over the beak is 

called the snood. 

20. A bright red appendage on a turkey’s neck is called the wattle. 

21. A large group of wild turkeys is called a flock, while a bunch of the domesticated birds are 

called rafter or gang. (Yes, a gang of turkeys.) 

22. Wild turkeys prefer to sleep in trees. 

23. America’s wild turkeys almost went extinct in 1930, due to the loss of their natural habitats 

and being over-hunted. Thanks to conservation and recovery efforts, there are now about 

seven million wild turkeys in North and Central America. 

24. The heaviest turkey ever raised was 86 pounds — which is about the size of a large dog. 

25. It’s estimated that a turkey has about 3,500 feathers at maturity. 

26. Frazee, Minnesota, is the “Home of the world’s largest turkey.” Not a living creature, it’s a 

roadside attraction that stands over 20 feet tall and is 17 feet wide. It weighs over 5,000 

pounds and features more than 3,000 separate fiberglass feathers. 

http://www.guinnessworldrecords.com/
http://www.roadsideamerica.com/story/2130
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27. Benjamin Franklin wanted the turkey to be the country’s official bird. Unhappy about the 

choice of the bald eagle, Franklin wrote, “For the Truth the Turkey is in Comparison a much 

more respectable Bird, and withal a true original Native of America.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 


